India Gaming Show (IGS) 2021
Exhibitor’s Guidelines
1. The participant warrants and represents that the information it supplies when registering, or with regard to a product
on offer, including any images and descriptions, is, insofar as relevant:
- Correct, complete and accurate;
- Does not relate to stolen goods;
- Does not infringe any third-party intellectual property or privacy rights;
- Is not in breach of legislation or international regulations governing unfair competition, misleading or comparative
advertising or equal treatment;
- Does not contain or relate to any threatening, blasphemous or objectionable messages, or any obscene images or
pornography;
- Does not contain any computer viruses, Trojans, worms, time bombs, cancel bots or other software routines
intended to cause damage to, adversely affect, disrupt the normal working or transfer control of a computer system,
computer programmes or website;
- Does not contain any direct or indirect links to, or descriptions of, products/services (1) that are prohibited on the
websites of CII or its virtual platform under the participation agreement; (2) to which the participant has no right to
link.
2. The participant warrants and represents that it does not use any equipment or software in its contacts with the
website that could disrupt the website’s normal functioning, nor send data to the website that, by virtue of their size
of properties, could disproportionately burden the infrastructure of the website.
3. GAMBLING, BETTING AND ILLEGAL GAMES - The organisers (CII & IDGS) of India Gaming Show (IGS), do not
support, encourage, or endorse, in any manner, any gaming activities related to Gambling/ Betting and Illegal
Games. Therefore, companies/organizations dealing with or handling Betting / Gambling or conducting Illegal
Games, are not allowed to participate in the IGS as an exhibitor. And any confirmed exhibitor found to be involved
or dealing with, any of the above mentioned activities, the Organizers reserve the rights to cancel such exhibitors
and remove their booths from the exhibition - IGS - without assigning any reasons. The organizers reserve the right
to approve/reject any applications for exhibition from any party that the organizers believe is detrimental to IGS.
This decision would be final and binding at its own discretion.
4. The participant is required to truthfully present a product it offers. To this end the participant can describe the product
on offer and/or make use of the option offered by CII to add photographs. The participant must follow any
instructions given by CII in this regard.
5. The participant must offer any product in the appropriate product group.
6. The participant warrants and represents to CII’s Virtual Exhibition and remains at all times jointly and severally liable
for, its compliance with the provisions of these general terms and conditions.
7. In the event of the participant’s non-compliance, late compliance or inadequate compliance with any provision of
these general terms and conditions or any other requirement, CII reserve the right to take any steps it deems
necessary, including, but not limited to, denial of access to the website, notwithstanding the participant’s obligation
to pay the participation costs in full and all other costs due.
8. CII is not liable for any loss sustained directly or indirectly by the participant, its personnel or visitors – including any
consequential damage, loss of profits, and loss due to theft, destruction, or any other cause whatsoever – unless
such loss is due to a deliberate act or gross negligence.
9. CII is not liable for any direct or indirect loss sustained by participants as a result of any breakdowns, software
errors, incomplete or inaccurate transfer of information and/or any failure due to technical glitch. CII team will work
towards the restore of any such technical downtime / malfunction with reasonable time.
10. CII is not liable for any loss sustained by the participant as a result of the participant’s or any third party’s failure to
access the website, or as a result of any breakdowns, software errors, incomplete or inaccurate transfer of
information or any failure by CII in the performance of the participation agreement.
11. CII will make the website available only to participants and to any third party interested in the advertisements. CII
has no involvement whatsoever in the transactions between the participant and any third party. The website
functions as an active on-line conveyor of information. CII is under no obligation to verify or monitor the products
advertised, the reliability or accuracy of the advertising materials, the participant’s right to actually offer the products
advertised, nor the right of an applicant/respondent to actually purchase any product advertised.

